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PREFACE
THe subject of music in the public schools nas received
a consiuerable amount of attention in recent years from educacori
throughout the United States. And rightly so. Yet it is indeed!
surprising to lind so important a tODic as instrumental music in;
the public schools neglected in so far as written matter is con-
i
[cerned. Only a few meagre nd inadequate documents represent
the subject in the literary world.
Consequently, I have vvrltteu this thesis witii txie purpose
of adding a concrete v/rltten document to attempt to fill in the
void caused by a scarcity of literature on this all important
subject. The topic is a big one, with all sorts of ramifications
and I iiave made no attempt to treat it in a deliberate nistorl-
cal manner. Instead, I have taken a representative city like
Boston, ana nave examined zae place of instrumental music in its
public schools; have attempted to give a picture of actual schoo^,
groups in action, and supplanting some of these accounts with a
,
brief historical background. From the rhythmic orchestra of the
primary grades I have traced the development of the instrumental
groups to the advanced high school musical organizations. An
analysis of the various instrumental classes, the methods of
organization and teaching are also included in the follovfing
pages.
I
It will be noticed there 1 a^ bibliography listed because
;
of the practically complete absence of helpful literature on the
|

aubject. As a result, I have had to go to various school in
3oston and see these groups In action. Also, in order to get
a. more complete conception of the various factors In the Boston
nusic system, I have travelled to a number of schools located outjr
Bid© of -^oston and thus have had a rough standard and means of
3omparison.
I have a good many obligations to place on record. I sin-
cerly appreciate and gratefully acknowledge the assistance that
Ur, John A. O'shea and members of his department have given me,
Jiliss Theresa O'Gonnell, secretary of the Boston music department
has been most helpful by placing at my disposal important record
I am indebted to Assistant Professor Alfred Meyer of the Boston
University College of Music for many important suggestions.

CHAPTER 1 .
INTRODUCTION
The methods of comtemporary education have had to yield be-
fore the resistless force of change; and this is made clear by
a consideration of the position music has come to assume in the
pattern of modern education. Rising from very humble and de-
spised orgins, the study of music in the public schools of America
has come to occupy a place of great importance. At first con-
sidered a frill and a passing fancy, it is now seriously re-
garded as an instrument of culture and the hope of future Amer-
|ican musical development. With the radio and phonograph dulling
jthe American sense of musical appreciation with an endless
||
Istream of blatant jazz, the teaching of music in the public
[
li
schools is the means on which we must rely to develope an in-
telligent music loving audience, musical talent an.l distinctive
merican uiusic. |
In practically every community with a considei^able popula-
tion in this country, we find music in some form chorally or
instrumentally---a part of the school syste:ri. i.Iany cities point
proudly to large symphonic organizations composed entirely of
school children. As concrete examples of the v;ork being done
in the American public schools, we need only mention the |
ilinneapolis music system, the Seattle Junior Symphony Orchestra,

whose Wagnerian renditions have won the hearty applause of a
nation-wide radio audience, and the crack Ann Arbor High School
bands. National contests annually take place which test and
spur on the excellence of the various school hands and orchestra
The music system used in the Boston Public Schools is a
representative of the splendid work the more advanced communi-
ties are doing. Under the very capable guidance of Mr. John
A. O'Shea, the director of music in the schools of Boston, the
children from kindergarten right through high school are given
[every opportunity to cultivate their musical inclinations.
They are given instruction at a very reasonable cost, and the
children from these instrumental classes are encouraged to join
orchestras, banJ.s, drum corps, or fife and drum corps in their
respective schools. The system in operation is so thorough
ransfer fromand so well organized that a pupil may readily t
one school to another and yet not be retarded in the progress
of his lausiaal stulies by change of method.
^ir. 0' Shea's system has attracted much favorable com-
ment throughout the country and has led to many educators
visiting Boston for the sole purpose of studying its chief
features. Y.'e will analyze the basic factors of I/.r. O'Sheft's
system as vieweci in the light of actual conditions in the
following chapters. Certainly a method of approach which seeks,
not only to develop undiscovered musical, but also to produce
a musia conscious a.id appreciative citizenry, deserves detailed
study. This is our object here.
-
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1»mSTQRICAL_ SURVEYJ)F_
BpSTON_gyBLIC_ SCHOOLS. INSTRUM^
In 1911 the first public school instrumental classes in
the United States v;ere organized by Dr. Albert C. Mitchell,
assistant director of music in the Boston public schools.
Investigation has proved that these classes were the first held
in any American public school. During this time Dr. Mitchell
supervised the singing classes. In this way he became quite
intimate 77ith his stud-:nts. He found that a number of them
were musically inclined and were very ambitious to study music,
but were unable to do so because of the cost of lessons.
Being a violinist himself, he hit upon the plan of taking those
students who v/ere interested in studying the violin and giving
them lessons during school hours. This was at the Thomas N.
Hart School in South Boston. The classes met v^ith Immediate
success and many students enrolled. Vio?_in outfits were pur-
chased at very low prices and many parents encouraged their
children to enroll in these classes. These lessons viere given
free of charge and Dr. Mitchell found that he could occupy
his spare time in this beneficial manner. The success of the
Thomas N. Hart group resulted in other grou:s being organized
in different schools throughout the city. Dr. Mitche::.l was
continually confronted with the problem of finding a suitable
text book for use in these classee. To meet the problem he v/rote
a text book dealing with public school class instruction for

the violin. This was Immediately published by the Oliver Dltson
Music Publishing Company of Boston.
In the year 1918, Dr. Mitchell organized cornet classes
in the Lowell School, Jamaica plain. A large number also
turned out for this group. The interest shown in these classes
brought about a marked change in the instrumental division of
the schools. Previous to these classes most schools lacked a
school orchestra. With the rise of instrumental classes,
orchestras were formed in many of the schools, and an abundance
of violins, cellos and pianos no?/ prevailed to balance the
mongrel instrumentation that was previously found.
In 1920, Dr. Mitchell formed trombone, clarinet, drum and
flute classes. Instructors were hired to teach these classes
and were paid by the school department. Dr. Mitchell now
transcribed his text book for the other instruments, and so had
to his credit a complete set of books.
His method is a very simple but logical one. The first
few pages are given over to the simple fundamentals of the
instrument. Easy tunes then follow. The method used in Dr.
Mitchell's books, in presenting a new problem, is to give the
child a familiar piece embodying the new problem. The child's
knowledge of the piece assists him in understanding the trouble-
some proposition which confronts him. This problem is then
taken up in exercise form and thoroughly studied by the student.
This method met with great favor from the child's viewpoint and
produced astonishing results. The children progressed rapidly
and effectively. Thousands of these methods were sold yearly
These books were published by Oliver Dltson Music
Publishing Company, 1912.

3and outside school systems also used them. Dr. jvlitchell's
class method is still a favorite in many of the instrumental
classes throughout the country.
In 1926, Director of Music, LIr. J"ohn A. O'Shea, sent
throughout the schools, circulars to all children from the fifth
grade up. These circulars gave him an idea as to what instru-
ments the pupils wanted to study. The saxophone seemed to be
the most prominent, with the cornet, violin and clarinet
following. A few weeks later the Boston School Committee
appropriated a sum of money which was used to purchsee the
neces ary instruraents to be used in the classes as well as in
the other musical organizations. All band and orchestra
instruments were purchased with the exception of the violin.
A large number of instructors were hired for these classes;
symphony men, soloists and conservatory graduates were among
those who were given the positions. New rulings were put into
effect; instruments could be loaned for use in the classes
with a minimum charge of twenty-five cents for t?.e lesson. This
money was used to help defray the expense of the teacher. In
some schools where there were large classep, the amount taken
in was above the expense of the teacher. This in turn helped
to sustain smaller classes where the amounnt taken in was below
the cost of the teacher.
Instrumental classes were started in every school that
warranted the organization of a class. In the case of two
i
schools being wlt.in walking dista-ce of each other, one instruct
or was hired to corabine the members of the two small groups into
i
one large one.
The ye^r 1926 was a banner year for these classes. All
the Instruments were out and I.lr, O'Shea said they could easily
use another supply of Instruments If he could get them.
Instrumental classes flourished until the year 1929. "^he de-
pression came and many families ¥/ere compelled to stop their
children from taking music lessons. In many cases v/here the
child already ov/ned an instrument, even the cost of the lesson
could not be paid by the parent. In the years that followed,
the students dropped off rapidly. Where there had been twenty-
eight in a class, now four remained.
Ivlr. O'Shea believes that this problem of the ecreasing
number of class students is lOt a small matter. With present
conditions against him, and money at a standstill, there is no
immediate hope for the recovery of these classes. There is
no doubt however, that with the return of prosperity our instru-
mental classes will again flourish as in the years or 1926
and 1927.
rC
INSTRUMENTAL.MUS IC
_
IN
_1^ P^IM^^-Q-MP??
THE. RKYTHM.QRQHESTEA
In several of the larger primary gractes the teaching
of rhythm is stressed by means uf a rhythm orchestra. This
orchestra not only brings aappiness into ohe classroom out
lays ohe foundation xor important musical progress. Out of
such seeds of training have ^rown Juvenile Symphony Orohesuras
bhat have enriched the life of entire communities.
One of bhe most outstanding schools in x-nythm orchestra.,
work is uhe skinner Primary School, locatea at Arlington anl
Fayeuue Streets. This orchestra is unuer one supervision
of liiss Katherine J. iicMahan, inaster's assistant in graael.
This rhythm orchestra has attracted much attention due uo its
spienaid performances. The children may oe seen perfoi'ming
every afternoon in Zne playground of i:ie .-ibraham Lincoln Scnool
Wiiich is cxujacent to Lixe Skinner School. Thousands of passers-
by have been attracted by the sight. The actors are the first
grade children, between the ages of five and six, w-:o are
acquiring a particular sense of rhythiii as a fundamental and
special basis of their education.
Old folk may characterize such a cla.ss as "new fangled"
but experts, by means of class demonstrations, show there is
real value in such a system.
An excellent description of the rhythm orchestra of the
c(
Skinner School, was printed in the Boston Traveler of April
27,1929:
"Thirty mites, between the ages of five and six years,
provided in different groups with beating sticks like drum
sticks, with "Jingles"- little flat wooden handles each with
two discs of ruffed tin fitted loosely on a nail at a circular
end so the metal rings v;hen the toy is struck in the pala of
the hand; sleigh bells on leather straps that fit over the
hands, cymbals, tamlourlnes, a small snare drum and a miniature
niss mounted in a chile's chair beating time like an orchestra
conductor, and you have a class demonstration picture- all
except 7/hat occurs ".vhen the music begins."
In conversing with Hiss McHahan on the subject, we
can get a very good idea of the value of a rhythia orchestra.
"Rhythm is in everything," Hi ss McLiahan v/ill tell you.
"parents may not be aware of it. le may all overlook the fact
now and then."
"Begin with the first grade little ones, and you begin •
to realize the truth of the fact, " says Miss I'cl'ahan.
|
"Ninety per cent of the children have the rhythmic sense to
begin with. The other ten per cent come to school without
it. They have to be taught. Those without it prove the lack
|by their awkv/a.xiness , their embarrasted manners, their
repea teu. lemonstrat ions of being ill at ease.
"Today we feel that the sense of rhytlim in the human
being is the measure of his poise- that is, his ease in lanner.
c
Its development in the child, we believe, ie ..lOs'. important.
Obviously, a sense of rhythn is needed in dancing, in singing,
in walking, in marching, in executing the different bodily
functions. Bute it laps over too, into other things. For
instance, there should be a sense of rhythm in our listening;
the better it is developed in a person the more easily he
listens, the less retarded is his recept iveness, and conse-
quently the more he learns and remembers through listening."
"We teachers must observe the idea of teaching the
child obedience. Through the teaching of rhythm he learns
to attend, to follow closely, in other words, to do carefully
and particularly what is being taught. The disciplinary idea
is greatly developed."
"Rhythmic sense well developed in the child gives him
a greater capacity for taking in things- -for acquiring them
in an easier way. Rhythia is the doorway to poise- ease of
manner and control of self-consciousness . The person with
the rhythmic iee±ing is freer from constraint."
"The little oneg in the first grade, raw material, you
might say, without any of the later educational polish which
successive classes provide him, if carefully taught the
rhythmic sense, goes on so much ziore smoothly all the i-est
of hia school life-- an:i, in fact, throughout life altogether.
Our little classes in outdoor development of the rhyt-.m sense
are most funlamental . *'
If you could sit in at one of these little dramatic
(
8demonstrations, watching the swaying of sticks and cymbals,
watching the attentive poise of the small folk in the extended
half -circle, taking in the swaying of little bodies, the
complete forgetfulness of self which this "play game" induces
in these little demonstrators, you v;ould easily agree with
Miss Hcl'jiahan.
Children begin by drav/ing chalk marks on the board,
stressing the strong beats of rhyth with a long mark; the
minor beats v;ith a short mark. Sometimes the desire to
demonstrate is so strong that, without being asked, during
class work, children go to the board and illustrate with
the crayon.
The teacher will tell you that the heart of -,he small
pupil is always in his lesson in rhythm. No need to reprimand
Or coax him.
r
lQaning.of, instruments
Rare indeed is the school orchestra in which we may-
find full instrumentation. The reason is that such instruments
as the flute, oboe, bassoon, French horn and string bass are
too expensive a purchase for the average school-child.
Consequently, the importance of lending these instruments to
pupils at an negligible cost, cannot be over-emphasized. Other-
wise full instrumentation cannot be attained in the school
orchestra.
In the year 19^6, the Boston School Committee appropriated
some ten thousand dollars with which band and orchestra,
instrumants were purchased. It was through the efforts of the
lausic supervisors that this was accoraplished, as they alone knew
the importanceof the school owning such instruments. These
Instruments became the property'' of the school committee and
through this central agency v/ere distributed to the various
schools. Many of t'.ese were used by two classes of
students; those who were transferring from one instrument to
'another and those who wanted the instrument to join the
instrumental classes. The majority of these instruments were
used by the student: of the instrument.^1 classes. With the
exception of the saxophone, trumpet and violin, (due to their
popularity) all instruments could be secured at the low rental
charge of two dollars per school year.
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When the supervisor first organizes his orchestra for trxie
Qoming school year, he tries to persuade some of the students
to transfer to the instruments v/hich are used less frequently.
I In this way the instrumentation of the orchestra is u idouhtedly
improved. From the ranks of the overcrowded trumpeters,
French horn and trombone players are recruited. Players on
the oboe, bassoon and flute are secured from the saxophone
and clarinet classes.
Some of the more needy pupils are loaned instruments
•free of charge by the music supervisor who acts for the school
icommittee. In both cases a receipt for the loaned instrument
is demanded from the pupil. The signature of the parent is
'necessary as it is he who assumes the responsibility for the
proper care of the instrument-. In t,his manner orchestras and
bands possess balanced instrumentation which is only possible
t':"irough the loaning of instruments. No city or town has ever
turned out a balanced musical organization without school
instruments and it can readily be seen that the school committee
realizes the importance of 07:ning good instruments for ~he
use of its students.
I On the following page may be seen a copy of a receipt
*
for the loaned instrument v/hich is issued by the school
committee of the City of Boston. The conditions governing the
use of the instrument should be noticed on the lower part of the
card.
.^ a a
BOSTON THE SCHOOL COMIVIITTEE OF THE CITY OF BOSTON
SCHOOLS RECEIPT FOR LOANED INSTRUMENT
BosTox, „ 193
Received today in condition a
Serial number Trade-mark
from acting for the School Committee of the City of Boston. I agree to
take proper care of this instrument and to return it uninjured whenever so requested.
Sigoature School.
Address Home Room Division
PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S GUARANTEE.
I hereby assume full responsibility for the above-mentioned instrument and accessories listed
on reverse side of this card, and guarantee their return uninjured. In case of loss of. or damage
to, the instrument — ordinary wear excepted — I guarantee to replace, or to repair, such loss or
damage.
Signature
This instrument is loaned for home practice and to be played in a school organization. Per-
mission must be obtained from a school official for its use in any other than a school organization.
The privilege of using this instrument may be revoked at any time for failure on the part of
the pupil to live up to the condition specified above, or for his lack of satisfactory progress.
.\ pupil using this instrument must take class music lessons in school regardless of the fact
that he might be taking private lessons.
(1,.tOO-9-7-'33.) (over.)

The early attenpts at creating music with the rhythm
bands not only aroused the rhjrthmlcal instinct in 'i^he children
but created the desire of playing a real instrument. The most
popular instrument with the children in the elementary grades
id the violin. It seems that man3'' children have this instru-
in their homes and many are attracted by it, hence the large
number of stu.lents studying the violin.
Teaching in the Boston School System are twelve violin
teachers, some being soloists, including the famed Irma Seidel,
These instructors receive a minimum salary of three dollars
an hour. Some instructors put in between fifteen and t?/enty
hours a week teaching, and. it can be seen that they are well
paid.
The instrunentaQjclasses, being Lhe seed of instrumental
music, receive much attention in the public schools. Only
experienced, teachers are hired, many being excellent performer^!
on their chosen incztrijinent . It requires a teacher of so-ne
great experience to teach from ten to twenty-five pupils in
a class. He must possess those qualities so necessary in
being a school teacher. The teacher is responsible for the
success of his class and thui acts as a spur to further progress
During the last four years class teaching has been

carried on so cheaply, rapidly and successfully, that a re-
markable expansion of public school music on the instrumental
side is to be expected. Such is the case in Boston where the
instrumental teaching is carried on in classes at all stages.
'These classes later join the orchestra anl band after a few months
study- In this way the pupil is able to develop his rausical
ability in congenial surroundings as he gets his general
education, instead of the solitary confinement of the private
less Oil,
The writer visited the William Lloyd Garrison School
of Roxbury where violin classes for beginners and advi^nced
pupils are held between nine anrl twelve o'clock in the morning.
The violin class of the William Lloyd G-arrisjn School was
established together with other instrumental classes in I926
through the efforts of LIr, O'Shea, The purpose of these
classes is to give all children an equal opportunity to study
such an instrument as they desire v;ith an instructor of high
standing. The price of these lessons is twenty-five cents,
payable to the home room teacher. The home room teacher fills
out a slip which she sends to the office. The assistant
master has charge of these fees. He checks uo on the money
received anl submits v;eekly a re :-ort to Mr. John O'Shea,
stating the number -.Tho have taken lessons anl the amount taken
In, from the aifierent jroups. In many instances the
amount taken in easily pays for the teacher, but there are defi-
cits in the smaller classes v/here probably only five or six
r
trombonists take one hour of the Instructors ' time . The organ-
ization of these classes is as follows:
At the beginning of each school year, circulars are
passed throughout the third, fourth, fifth anl sixth grades,
stating that violin, trumpet, saxophone anl drum classes are
to be formed. The popularity of these classes is the reason
that these instruments are advertised. If classes on the oboe
were organized, there might be but two pupils for that instru-
ment in which case it would not pay enough ^o secure an oboe
teacher. Pupils desiring to study any of the lesser knovvn
instruments are referred to a private instructor who gives
the student the school discount.
To assist the parents in purchasing Instruments,
several music houses are recommendec In which musical instruments
may be bought v;ith the school discount. Violin outfits may be
purchased from
-^9.30 up, tru:Tipet outfits from ll 3. 00 ur-.
The drum students purchase a practise pad and sticks for '^I.OO.
As a result of these instrumental classe .^children
fron these grades enroll, many studying an instrument for the
first time. These classes meet on different days and one hour
is taken from school time for the purpose of this instruction.
The importance of having the instruction during the school
per'-Od is readily realized when the attendance then is compared
v/ith the attendance of classes meeting after school. lYhen class-
es were first being organize! they met after school hours, and
in some schools still do, but Judging from the results
,
the
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classes that meet daring school hours are by far the more
successful. These classes meet in several grouDS in which the
students are graded, ij'roin nine until ter. o'clock the advanced
group meet, from ten until eleven o'clock the inter-
mediate, and from eleven until twelve the ele:ientary groups.
In this way, a stu.lent showi :g proficiency on his instrument
can advance himself to a higher group.
The violin classes are under the direction of llr,
Fahmalotti, who for the past fifteen years has been one of the
outstanding violin instructors teaching in the Boston schools.
Being a concert violinist at a very early age, LIr. Palinaiotti
readily understands the child. Having done most of his
sdudying on the violin at the Maples Conservatory, he was
therefore trained in the class atmosphere. After finishing
his studying abroad, he returned to America and played in several
well known orchestras in and around Boston. '-'is training
in class, however, is of the utmost importance as it is the
fundamenta]p of this systeia that he uses in his teaching. liany
modern music educators claiiii that class instruction is far
inferior to the individual instruction, as eac . student has
his own needs. Upon observing the work of a man who
himself, had been trained in a class at one of the finest
conservaLories in the v/orld, we have cause to believe that the
violin can be taught successf ull./ tc groups. is accomplish-
ments have won favorable comment from his suoeriors and his
work has met with the high standards of present day teachings.
rr
16
1
Mr. Fahmalotti ' s method is as follows:
He assembles all those students who have registered in
the cla-sses and teaches the first few lessons to a large jroup
(in this case the number of students is twenty-four.) He gives
the lesson in the hall and uses the piano. The first fonr
lessons are based entirely on the r^te principle : that is,
the student is taught to play the open strings and to know their
position on the itaff. To aid him, a blackboard
-is used on
v;hich the notes being played are written. The children are taug
to thinly of the note being played. After a mastery of the
||
open strings is secured, the first finger is then drilled and
the notes secure! by the first finger are shown on the black-
board. The same process being followed until all the fingers
are in use. So^rie student who shows adeptness to the instrument
is given the title of sergeant. He drills them by calling out
what they are to play: "E string" first finger, second finger
open "E", first finger, etc. I.!r. Fahmalotti accompanies them on
the piano, Dlaying the melody with the right hand and very simple
chords with the left. The children are told to listen very
carefully to their intonation and^ frequently called upon to name
a certain note and tell where its position is on the staff.
The last fifteen minutes of the hour is given to individual
playing. Each child steps up to the piano ani plays his lesson.
n t is way it can be seen what is being accomplished as well
as to check the inistakes the oupil is making. After such
lessons by rote, music books are purchased. The "Albert Mitohel!.
^0 f

"Glasa'^nstruction" for the violin is used. This book has met
with much success in these classes due to the fact that many
nelodies well known to the children are incorporated into the
Lessons. The children are taught time, tune, and rhythm and
by the close of the s3hool year are well under way in the study
of the violin.
For those students in the advanced class orchestral
practice is given. The school supplies the student with the
Carl Fischer Progressive Orchestra Folio No. I. The selections
In this folio are studied by the students in the violin class,
nrhich now are divided into firnt and second violins. These
pieces are practiced as part of the lessoa and are used also
In the orchestra. In this way, double emphasis is secured with
fortunate results. It is no wonler, therefore, that the
G-arrison School Orchestra has met with success. The string
section has received much praise in its intonation and phrasing.
I It is conBpic?*oas fact that the classes have decreased
considerably v;itr:ln the last few ye .rs. Mr. Fahmalotti accounta
for this by S'^ying ''It is not due to the lack of interest
in the instrument, but to the lack of funds on the part
of the parents, who in the past years could easily supply
their children with the necessary money required for an outfit,
but during these hard times of depression now find it
Impossible to do so."
Despite ti.i:j decrease in the size of the clasres, those
v:ho do continue their violin playing make marked progress by
the cIq e of the school year.
"it" 'on
DRUM_ IN_STRUCT ION_ HIJ'Iffi.ELlSIENTARY GRADES
The most popular instrumental classes in the
I
William Lloyd G-arrison School are those in which trie drum is
studied. These classes represent the youngest students who
are seriously studying music. There is a special class for
those children in the second and third grades viho are inter-
ested in studying the drurn . '^he drum has alvjays been a
favorite toy among children but differs considerably when this
instrument is to be actually studied. It is a most surprising
fact that in the G-arrisonSchool there are sixteen members
of the first year drum class uho are stud-ntb in - -® second
and third grades. Some of these sLudents became interested
in studying the drum due to the e.:fect produced upon them by the
percussion instruments of the rhythm orchestra. Others study
the instrument Just for the pleasure derived by being able to
,drum. However, tne drum is very suitable for children of
this early age, because there are nophysical requirements
necessary, such as the blowing of a wind instrument.
The procedure for registerin-' in the drum class is the
same as for the other instrumental classes. The usual notice
Is passed around the beginning of the year frcm the second
to the sixth grades inclusive, "^he cost of lesscio ir. the usual
ttrenty-five oents. . Another factor of importance that aids

securing children oo study the drnia is that no instrument is
necessary eiicept a block of wood, and a pair of twenty-five
cent sticks. These are all that are needed to enroll in the
drum class. This is quite an incentive for the poorer children
to study the drum.
The instructor, IJlr* Wm. Lindner, is a prominent per-
cussion teacher of Boston. Three classes meet from nine to
twelve every Friday. The first class consists of second and
third grade children who are enrolled for the first time in
the classes. Most of ^teaching is done by rote. Mr* Lindner
stands before the class and presents the early rudimentary
factors of drum technique, such as the roll, rlam and arag.
The children In turn repeat what he has played. The instructor
also places very simple exercises on the board from which the
children are taught uo read and play. As a result of
this simple elementary work the drummers of tomorrov; make
their appearance; tnose v;ho have a sense of rhyt'nm, tnose who
are keen observers and those wuO are 'the pluggere."
Many of the students in this elemenoary class own drums
but are not advised to practice on them due uo the fact that
their oecnnique should be built u : on the wooden slab. These
slabe are furnished by the manual training department of
the school. The next division is made up of rtudents from
the fourth to the sixth grades, who are beginners or who have
had but very little training. This class uses instruction
book furnished by the school. It is Gardner *pro5re8eivt Studies
A '
1
for the Snare Drum." This group consists of students in the
upper srades of the school vho are able to advantageously
start the reading of music. Each week a problem of technique
is taken up either by rote or music and a regular assignment
in the manual is then given. Mr. Lindner makes frequent use
of the blackboard in this class, explaining difficult points
in the lesson or problems of discussion. This class is t.'^e
largest of t e three, having a membership of twenty-tw'- students
The next group is that of the advanced players. Pupils
who have had definite advanced training are put in this divi-
sion. Oftentimes a student of promise in the second grou-?
^s transferred to the advanced group. This group also use
Ijj-ardners Book, in which the problems of modern drumming are
ibaken up. In t is group more attention is given the individual,
as there are only fourteen members. Those studeats showing
I
proficiency on the instrument are allowed to join the school
! orchestra. All these students own their own drums which are
oftentimes used to replace the wooden slabs. Additio.ial
study is given in class by playing actual drum parts from
j
orchestra selections. This [rives every student a chance to
get the experience of reading orchestra music and they are thus
I
prepared to fill in the orchestra at any time should they be
needed. During the closing months of the scnool year prepara-
tions are made so that each division is trained to perform
some specific demonstration of the work accomplished in these
classes.
r
This demonstration takes place before i-he close of school and
Ls attended by the parents, teachers and members of the school
sommlttee. The children of the first class play taps and other
beats learned by memory. The second division performs
3ome phase of drum technique that deserves merit. The advanced
3la5s demonstration is done by the individual performers,
3ome in the orchestra and others playing solos.
I
The drum class of tae G-arrison School has received
much favoraole comment by the many school officials and is
generally acknov^ledged to have the highest rating among tue
drum classes of the city.
I
r
The most popular brass instrument is the cornet. It is
joften termed the "?:ing of the Band." Children find great
delight in this instrument and many of them are already
i familiar with it due to an aquaintance with the bugle. The
i,
jilow price of a cornet outfit is also an important facLor in
'attracting so many enthusiastic students. Cornet outfits are
^jsupplied -DO many of the students at the beginning of the school
year by a representative of a large New York music house, at
|as low a ligure as tv^elve dollars per outfit. Cornet lessons
are rarely begun by cnildren belov/ the fourth grade and the girls
jas well as 'one ijoys choose this instrument,
' The teachers of these cornet classes also teach the
other brasses, and only in case of a sufficiently large group
pf trombone., or norns are separate classes starLed; otherwise
all the brasses are taught together. This is made possible
by using ohe Public School Loose Leaf Mei-hod, originated by
Llr. O'Shea.* In -his method are studies Tor all ^he band and
orchestra instruments which can be playec in unison. Such being
the case, Lhe .^raeses are oaught together except ror special
attention 1,0 Lho trombonist-'^ and horn player^ who differ in
fingering and manipulation. Once tne diff-^rences are mastered
(the fingering and slide position; ensemble class work is
comparatively easy as x,he music is so grouped accordingly.
Published by Carl Fischer, i9?6.
r
In uhis way uhe brasses are orained in ensemble playing rrora
the very beginning. The music books are loaned bhe pupils
by the school.
A very interesting cornet class may be found at i-he
G.W.Shaw Elementary School, I'.iIorton ^nd Norfolk Streets. This
class consists of Dupils in the fourth , rifth and sixth
I
grades. The class is also augmented by several students from
the Roger Walcott Elementary School situated across the street,
Thlsclass of eigho members meet Fri-iay mornings at 9.10 and
continues for rorty minutes. The students are excused froiu
I
whatever class ohey may be attending in order that they may
I
be at "oheir cornet lesson. The teacher in charp;e is lAr. Mazocca
of the faculty. Mx'. IJIazocca stated ne s-oends most of the
first months in developing a oorre-;t embrouchere; as this is
the most important factor in tha playing of any brass instrument.
The youngsters in this class are furnished v/ith the Carl
'?efoer Band Book, Published by Fnite, Smith and Company. The
reason these books are used in pi-'eference to the Loose Lear
..ethod is that the youngsters lose tiie pages out of the
loose leaf books am In a short time the books are ubeieea,
In this case the Vfdber Band Book is used and the stud nts
,get much better wear out of it. "This metaod, " as llir. Llazocca
' explained, "is a very pracitcal one containing all the rudiments
of music in a brief coneise fo.m. The most serious problem that
I have zo contend with," he wen*, on, "is Lhe problem of
inferior Inctruments . " Upon closer examination of the instru-
J J .•
q
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ments in use, the writer saw instruments sadly in need of repair.
Some of the nev/er ones were very hard to play on due to the
heavy action of Lhe valves and the imperfect intonation of
a hard blowing instrument.
It is quite evident that the parent does not realize the
importance of giving the child a good instrument to start with.
The reason for many of these inferior Instruments is no
doubt due to the present economic condition that prevails.
After the students have mastered the elementary fundamen-
tals of trujnpet playing, the more advanced are allowed to
Join the Roger ?^alcott School Orchestra. There is no advanced
cornet class here due to the fact that there are not enough
students to form one. Those students who finish the first
year of class instruction and wish to continue, are encouraged
to study privately outsile of school or to keep up their
practice until the Junior High Is reached where advanced
trumpet classes uay be found.
The Mary Gurley Junior High School in Jamaica Plain has
a complete band. The large number in this band, however, Is
due to the fact that most of the brass section are in Mr.
Mazocca's advanced bras class. Here the students on the
trombone, tuba, horn, and alto are placed together for the
purpose of receiving advanced instruction. Here we find
trumpet players chan-^ing to the horn or tuba loaned to them
by the school. This class continues in the loose leaf method
Book No,2. New students a^-e encouraged to enter tkls class
Ii
r
especially those stalents whokre familiar with the piano or
stringed instruments. The class meets Fridays at 10. 15 A.;i,
and has ten members; seven cornets, one horn, one trombone
and one tuba. After the class has finished the Loose Leaf
Method No. 2, the Artarmo band book is then studied. This book
is the ideal band book for the junior high school. It
contains many simple effective marches, v/altzes anl concert
selections, it xa edited by King, and published by Barnhouse
and Go. After many of the selections have been learned
the drum class, consisting of six snare drums, one bass drum
and one cymbal player, rehearse with the brass group. This
in actuality, is a brass band. The dnom class 1j well pre-
pared to join with the brasses, due to the fact that they
have been studying in the same book. They play very well
together and :iow anl then Ilr. Mazocca stops the class fc
some correction. The drummers sound taps and roll off to give
the band the usual start v;hen on the march. The drum major
is also present as ;lsting -Ir. Mazoeca by conducting a march
or selection, while Mr. Mazocca walks among the performers.
In this way Lhe full hand benefits by these occasional
combined drum and brass classes and it is no wonder that
such splendid results are achieved.
After the student h s finished instruction in the
advanced class, he is encouragel to continue by studying
privately, or, if he so lesireo, he may enroll again next
year in the advanced brass class. In this way the students
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are given ample training to prepare them for the more advanced
ligh school band or possibly the selected groups of the
School Symphony Organizations.

One of zne most out standing elementary school orchestras
is in th Roger Walcott School, Mattapan. This orchestra is
under the direction of lir Charles Stroether. In 1926, when
the school committee elected a number of instrumental super-
visors, this orchestra was assigned to l^Ir. Stroether.
From Its beginning tl-is orchestra had a large number
of students enrolled in it. The instrumental classes of the
school were very large and as a result^ the orchestra had a
large number interested in joining the organization. Mr.
Stroether has been very successful in directing children of
the elementary and junior high school grades. On several
occasions his elementary orchestra has received much favorable
comment, especially at a music festiisral held in the Memorial
High School during the spring of 1932. The Walcott School
Orchestra was one of the main features, the students being
attired in Russian costumes. There were also Russian dances
given by the pupils of the Walcott School. The orchestra
played many Russian d nces successfully and received tremendous
applause
.
In 1932, many of its members graduated leaving many
vacancies in the wind sections. These, as yet, have not oeen
filled. This illustrates a problem which is very troublesome
to music directors. The orchestra today contains the follow-

Ing instrumentation: sixteen violins, two trumpets, clarinet,
drums and bells. The music used is the Carl Fischer Progressive
Orchestra Polio No. 1, and the Carl Fischer Junior High School
Album No.l. Sometimes loose leaf pieces are studied, but
t,he general routine is in learning the selections contained
in the folios. The orchestra rehearses Fridays at 9.10 in
the morning in the Roger Walcott Auditorium. Miss Garrity,
one of the teachers, is in charge of the orchestra. Mr.
Stroether does most of the rehearsing, due to the fact that theses
youngsters need constant supervision. Prom time to time he
demonstrates on the violin the way a cer'tain passage should
be played. This is a great help to the young students as they
still benefit by imitation. The members of thi orchestra
are from the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades and repre-
sents the ages from eight to twelve. Mere tots indeed, many
of whose feet cannot touch the floor when in playing position.
In conversat,ion with Mr. Stroether, we find that the gro ip
Is the most ambitious throughout the entire school system.
They rarely ever miss a rehearsal or assembly and are nlways
willing to do extra rehearsing. When the bell rings oringing
the period to a close, the children seem disappointed. As
Mr. Stroether says, "They could play forever."
Miss G-arrity takes charge of Lhe orchestra during
assemblies, assisted by one of the grade teachers. The orchestrf
has also playei at city liffairs, such as the unveiling of
buildings and schools. This year the wind section is small

but very effeclent. The first trumpeter is a pupil of the famous
cornet player, lilr. Walter Smith, and the clarinetist is a
little fifth grade girl of unusual ability. These two are
often featured together in solos and duets. The violins a-re.
divided into two sections, eight on the right side and eight
on the left. These two groups, however, play the first violin
part as this is the most helpful to children beginning
orchestral rou-.ine at such an early age.
This is the object of LIr. 0' Shea, "To develop good
musicians we must start them young."
When the child has reached the Junior High School,
due to his excellent, training in the elementary grades, he is
well pr. pared to enter the more advanced junior high school
orchestra.
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The important side of instrumental music is in its
organization. Orchestral organization is one of the features
of the Boston schools. Under the direction of Mr. Joseph F.
Wagner, composer and conductor of the Boston Civic Symphony
Orchestra, a useful and practical systea was evolved. Mr, Wagner
thinks not only of the present but of the future as well. It
was to him in ^926, that the Boston School Gommittee for the
first time entrusted to a music supervisor the regular work
of organizing and conduct in-r orchestras in the differexit
schools throughout the city.
The system of organizing an orohestra as set by I^Ir.
Wagner, follows a regular pattern. A slip of paper is passed
through all the rooms of the school with the an louncement on
It that tryouts for the orchestra will take place at a definite
date. All students interested should report to the hall with
//
their instruments. As a result of this notice, many report.
The usual "flock" of violins are present and almost as large
a number of cornet players, but alas, rarely do representatives
of the oboe, bassoon or French horn make their appearance. There
always has been a fairly large number of saxophones but unfort-
unately only a few of these can be used and these are primarily
used as substitutes for the missing instruments.

Then a tryout takes place, ^he student is asked to
fill out^slip v/ith his name, grade and instrument, also the
number of years ^which he has studied. The slips from all the
students are divided and the students are placed accordingly.
The players are then called alphabetically, one at a time,
into a smaller room v/here the exaninations take place. A
smaller room is more preferable than the hall, due to the fact
that th- others will not be present during the student's
tryout
•
Then the examinations follow. The student is asked
to read a piece of music at sight, v/hereupon he is rated as to
his sight^ability, intonation and phrasing. In this manner
an idea of his ability is obtained. The student who plays
out of tune is penalized severely and it is seldom he is
admitted to theorchestra. After selecting the "cream of the
crop" a waiting list is made on which the names of the
students w.:o did not quite meet the rigid requirements are
placed.
It is a very good idea to have some of the underclass
musicians in the ensemble if they show any promise o ' beoomlrtg
X goo L instrumentalist*. In this way preparation is made for
for the futujre. .
The selection of the first and second violinists is
a serious problem to determine. Mr. li^agner has a very unique
plan for meeting tnls situation. If the orchestra is in
the junior school^ then the seventh and eighth grades are

required zo play second, violin, and the ninth graders play
first. It there is a shortage of ninth grade pupils lor the
first violin, then the students in the eighth grade reinforce
the section. In this way the student receives an all around
tr: ining. Playing second violin develops the ear for harmony^
and the student will he better outfitted to play firsi,
violin when his time comes.
After selecLing the players who are to r^lay in the
orchestra, the problem of balancing the orchestra arises.
Some of the trumpet players who are on the waiting list ca.n
easily be transferred to the mellophone which is the best
substitute for theFrench horn. This instrument is practically
the same in all respects as the trumpet. With a few weeks'
pracolce, a trumpeter may become quite an efficient mellophone
player. The saxophones are v?ry useful as subst itut ies
.
The next step is zo arrange a suitable seating plan.
Then a librarian is chosen, preferably a trustworthy assistant,
whose duties a,re as follows:
Before rehearsals he distributes the music which is
kept in folders with the names and parts written on them.
After rehearsal, It is his duty to collect the music an., put
It back in its proper place. Any music !ihat is borrowe.^
for home practice should be taken in the presence of the
librarian as he fills out slips as to what mucic is bo.-rowed
iiand oy whom. .he music s:-ould be returned uo the librarian who
L
-^urn tears up the slip. In Lhls manner all music is accounted

for and is seldom lost.
Discipline is one of the most important factors
during rehearsal. The success of the music is in direct
proportion go the aiscipline of the class. The rehearsal
should be so organized, routined and programmed that there
should be no time left lOr levity. All noises that are not
absolutely necessary should be abolished from the rehearsal
room.
Mr. Wagner does not tune the violins of his players.
"A" is sounded and he requires the students to cune hi£ own
violin. After tuning, he checks up and makes whatever
ad justinents that are necessary. In uhis way the student learns
'GO tune his own violin and does not depend upon someone else
to do it for him. The wind instruments are tuned one at a
time^ and under no condition should a section be allowed to
tune together. Rehearsals are held during school hours, once
or twice a v/eek, according to the enthus:asn o£ the principal for
his orchestra. To assist him with i-he orchestra, LIr. Wagner
gets a class ueacher who has a free period during practice.
The teacher is given credit for the number of hours he puts
Into orchestra work. Itis ne who attends to setting up thp
chairs and stands, looking up absentees and procuring new
members. The teacher also assists in conducting uhe orcxiestra
for social functions auring the absence of the music supervisor.
The rehearsal should be well plan^.ed and the work go jb ac-
complished placed in the folders. Under no condition shoull
f
the student be warned of a aangerous part In the music but
should ue allowed to play the selection right through the first
time. This idea is greeted with enthusis.sm and the student
does his best and tries his utmost to render the selection
as well as possible. After the piece is played through once,
the rough spots are ironed out. Never should a x-ehearsal
be centered on one piece of music. This discourages the
young performers and good results will ue much harder to obtain.
It is always best to play several selections at rehearsal
and new music should be inserted into the folders about every
two weeks.
If there are instruments in another school not
in use then tney are transferred to the school in which they
are needed. The school commit oee owns many instruments and
supply them where they are required. Sometimes instruments
are purchased by the school from the school funds. These
instruments are non-transfervable and are only xor the use
of that certain school. The property of uhe school committee
is transferable when not in use, With the necessary instruments
the orchestra is ready for its first rehearsal.
The "C" soprano saxophone may play flute, oooe ctnd
violin music. The "Eb" saxophone may substitute for the trom-
bone, bassoon, alto clarinet or cello, -^^b" saxophone .aay
play clarinet or cornet parts. In this way most of t.,e parts
are played. Several violins are transferred i.o the viola
and, if lacking, uo ohe cello. In this way mos^ uf tne^parts
1
'^re^filled. A good pianist can easily learn to handle the
string bass. The school may supply to the student any of the
necessaiy instruments by sending in the required requisition
for the Instrument ^Iji.^he principal sends a requisition to lue
school committee I'or the needed instrument^
As is often the case, players drop out curing the school
year but those on the waiting list fill the v-^cancies,
A very strong point emphasized by LIr. Wagner is Lhat
music learnea at rehearsal should be rendered the same
in public; that is, no sudden changes, because playing
for ' public appearance is one of the strongest incentives
for hard work on the part of the student and should be so
arranged. . The conductor, however, must keep the confidence
of his group at rehearsal and on the concert stage. It is he
wno can either make or break the organization.
Successful participation in all rehearsals entitles
the student in the high school to one point tov;ards his grad-
uation requirements. A maximum of rour absences is allowed
Lhe pupil yearly. In the Junior High School where no credit
OA/
is given, small diplomas certifying to the successful work of
A
the student is presented to him at the completion of the years
work
.
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Junior High Sciiool Orcnestras are in a trans i'Gory stage.
Meagre instrumentation and inexperienced players generally
are found here. However, an excellent Junior high school
orchestra can be found in the Robert G-ould Shaw Junior High
School, West Roxbury, Massachusetts. This school represents one oi
the largest junior high scnoolsin trie ciuj?^andltsorcnestra
contains the best balanced instrumentation.
The orchestra was organized by Mr. Wagner and through
the efforts of Mr. Crowley the principal anil Miss Driscoll,
a music teacher, such fine work was achieved. Instrumental
classes were organized on all instruments including the flute,
horn, trumpet, saxophone, clarinet, trombone and violin.
Liiss Driscoll sav/ to it that those students who were musically
talented were interested in the study of an instrument. A
large number responded and as a result, instrumental classes
became V3ry large. After a year or two o" study, Mr. Wagner
allowed those who shov;ed proficiency on their instrument to
join the orchestra. Many of them were able to do fine work
after a year and a half of study. The orchestra rehearses
in the hall on Thursdays at 9-55. One cannot help being pleased
with the enthusiasm shovm by the students of this orchestra.
From 9.03 to 9-55 the hall is usel for regimental drill by the
:
cadets. At the stroke of the bell the cadets file out and go
to their classes. Immediately the young musicians could be
seen hurrying into the hall, some carrying stands, others
carrying chairs and some carrying their instraoients. In less
than ten minutea the orchestra is all assembled and ready to
play. Miss Driscoll assists in directing the setup of the
orchestra while another teacher who plays the piano for the
orchestra tunes the violins. Two librarians pass out the
folders containing the music that Is - be studied. Mr. Wagner
directs the tuning of the wind instruments, '^he musi^ that is
used by this orchestra ar'e the Carl Fischer Junior Hlzh School
Orchestra Folios, edited by Roberts. These folios contain
many simple selections from works of the master composers.
Each part is interesting in itself; the second violin part be-
ing substituted by first violin "B',' which in truth is a
melodious second violin part. Mr. Wagner explained that the
children would be uninterested in a real second violin part.
The orchestra today contains the following instruments:
Eighteen first violins, sixteen sejond violins, thi-'ee cellos,
two flutes, two clarinets, two horns, tvio trumpets, piano,
trombone and drums. It can be seen that the orchestra is well
balanced. The strings show excellent training; bowing and
phrasing together. Their intonation is good. and, in rough
places, Ilr. '/Wagner drills the strings separately with the aid
of the piano, '!iss Driscoll walks among the players and
follows along their parts v;ith them. Mr, Wagner assumes more
the role of music supervisor than music teacher, while lliss
11II
(
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Driscoll conducts the orchestra . \rhich she does at all
I A
school assemblies. The orchestra has won much favorable
comment for its splendid performances and is a credit to the
community of West Roxbury; but, as Mr. Wagner said, "they get
to the stage where they really can do Justice to a piece,
then they leave us to go on to the larger and more progressive
high school orchestra."
t
A HIGH SCHOOL CIARIITST CLASS
One of the most representative of clarinet classes is
' the one which is held in the Memorial High School. This
class is under the supervision of I'Ir. G-eorge Barrett, a member
of the faculty. Clarinet classes were organized in the
Memorial High School in I926 and have continued up to the pre-
sent time. The turnout for the clarinet class is always large.
Many school instruments are loaned to the students
by filling in the usual blanks, for rental of a school loaned
instrument. Due to the low price of a clarinet, many students
purchase their own instrument after a short period of time.
The school instrument is then returned and is transferred to
some other prospective student.
The clarinet class at Memorial High School meets
egularly every I^on .durlh^.ne fourth period^ in the locker room.
This class also con:;ists of ten members, six using school
loaned inatruments. The boys report promptly at 11.45, each
bringing a stand for his musio. The stands are thenlined up
near the windows and theboys take their places. :Ir. Barrett
begins the class with the playing of major scales. The class
answers questions regarding these scales as to the signature,
relative lajor and iilnor, and position of the whole and semi-
tones. Scales are played so as to familiarize the students

with key structure as well as "warm up" his emhrouchere . After
these scale exercises, Book 1 or 2 of the "Fundamentals of
Orchestra Technique" by O'Shea, is used. These books contain
loose leaf lessons in which the different fundamentals of
music are taken up. They are condensed to such an extent that
the student may acquire a good knowledge of the instrument
in a short time.
During these lessons, Mr. Barre.t walks among the stu-
dents, playing \7ith them, correcting them or giving them advice
as to tne problems of thelesson. Upon the completion of
Book '10.2, which contains more difficult problems, the student
is then introduced to actual band and orchestra music. They
ar provided with Band Book "To.l, Ascher Edition. These books
contain pieces of different types, such as marches, overtures,
waltzes, serenades and operatic selections. Each one is
thoroughly studied and the stud nts are required to be able
to play either solo, first or second clarinet parts in thece
books. This gives the student an opportunity to familiarize
himself v/ith the various duties of a clarinetist. Upon the
completion of Book 1, the students are eligible to join the band.
This constitutes the work of about one year. Ascher 's Book No.
2 is nextjstudied. This contains pieces of a much more difficult
lature. They are studied in the same v/ay as the others and
jccasionally the students are required to bring in their ban.1
Dooks. The school marches are played under the personal super-
vision of Zr, Barrett.
In the case of new students entering the . econd term,

extra instruction is provided them during the rest periods,
in which the students are allowed to rest for a short -Lime
It is surprising hov; rapidly a beginner can progress when he
is placed in an advanced group. In a short while he is holding
his own and in many instances surpasses many who have been
studying since the start of the class. Sometimes the class
studies the ne\? selections presented by the banirjaster. In
this v/ay the band is enabled to progress more rapidly due to the
fact that its clarinet section has been previously trained.
Mr. Barrett supplies the students with reeds at a fifty percent
discount. He also does snail repairs on the students' instru-
ments, such as swelling a cork or replacing a pad. Two extra
points are given to the three best clarinetists, who are
usually chosen to play in the orchestra. All the music used
in these classes is supplied by the school depar^^ment and
lessons are givsn free of charge, the school com:iittee paying
for the instruction which isithe usua]{three dollars an hour.
Any instrumental class from the ninth grade up is equal to drill
due to the fact that i.istrume ital classes may take the place
of drill; drill being one of the regular school subjects. Most
of the members of the instrumental classes play in the band.
Only those who own their own instruments are not required
to jjii.
k
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The English High School Orchestra first made its
appearance in the year 1386 under the leadership? of ."r. James
E. Beatley,its first conductor.* llr. Beatxifywas a well
versed musician, playing the violin and cello professionally
for a number of years. He also had much experience arranging
ana teaching. With a conductor such as he, it did not take
the higli school orchestra long to get well under v/ay and make
a name for itself.
Mr» Beatley organized the orchesura during his first
year as ^eacher in the English High School. He found an
unusually large and well balanced string section and a suffici-
ent number of brasses and woodwinds. The problem which confron-
ted him was the need of tympanies, bass drum, cymbals and
bass viols. The school purchased a fev/ of these instruments and
kr. Beatley supplied the rest. There can be seen several
pictures of his orchestra in the corridors of the school;
which show that nis instrumentation was complete, containing
tthe often misolng bassoon, oboe and horns. From time to time
|ilr. Beatley purchased music with the aid of the school and
•
pften bought music from his own funds. He purchased orchestra-
tions and copied many duplicate parts necessary for his large
ensemble, the reason for trils being that he could purchase
* llr. Beatley 's son Is an assistant professor In the
Graduate School of Education at Harvard University.

other music in place of the duplicate parts. His manuscripts
are still in the English High School and may be seen upon
request. The notes a. e beautifully written and from the
manuscripts alone we can get an idea of Mr. Beatley, the
musician. His orchestra played the popular overtures and selec-
tions of that time and, without doubt, represented the finest
musical organization in the long history of the English High
School.
A source of income to the orchestra is derived from the
Old South Church Association's amiual exercises. The English
High School Orchestra furnishes the musical entertainment
for these programs. With these small sums, other instruments
such as violas, cellos and French horas are purchased.
!Jr. Beatley 's orchestra furnished music for the Boston
iLatin High School affairs as they did not have their own
I|orchestra at the time.
In the year 1912, ISr, Beatley retired and l;Ir. Arthur Joy
took charge of the orchestra. lir. Joy was a very fine baritone
soloist and although the orchestra did not flourish and con-
tinue its full instrumentation as it did previously, .leverthe-
les£ Mr. Joy did his utmost for the orchestra. The annual
South Church affair w s still being held and played for by the
orchestra^ and the money was still ^4 ^^ used for music and
Instruments.
In the year 1923, Mr. Leroy Rand, a more recent member of
jthe faculty, succeeded LIr. Joy as conductor of the orchestra.
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Mr. Rand was an experienced violinist and well aocustomed to
orchestral routine. He set about to restore tue old time pres-
tige of tn^ English High School Orchestra by coming into
friendly and personal contact with students who played orches-
tral instruments. The students responded to Lir. Rand and once
again the English High School turned out an orchestra they
lisid had once before.
Many fine musicians now in Boston's leading concert,
theater and dance orchestras, were aLiong ohe personnel
.
LIr. Rand organized a freshmen class orchestra in the
P.A. Collins building at Longwood Avenue, Boston. He also had
his senior orchestra in the main building. These orchestras
became prominent in school affairs^ playing for alumni meetings,
school dramatics, etc. In the year 1924, the school committee
voted to pay all orchestra leaders three dollars per rehearsal.
Until this time, however, the conductors received no pay
whatever.
I
The school committee sought to replace Mr. Rand by one
of their music supervisors but I>*Ir. Downey, principal of the
school refused to have the old tradition of t^e school broken.
In t.^e year 1931, the payment for rehearsal was cancelled
Ij
and Mr. Rand continued as conductor without pay. He still
is conducting the orchestra and may be seen any Tnursday
afternoon at 2.30 busily training his students to play ohe
Poet and Peasant Overture" or the Victor Herbert selections,
jl When asked about players and instrumentation and now
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he balances his orchestra, Mr. Rand stated that the school
orchestra of today is sufferin:^ mostly by its lack of strings.
!l7ith the present "jazz fever", students do not study the violin
as they did in previous years, but seek to study the saxophone
or trumpet instead. What the outcome will be he does not know
but hopes that this "fever" will die down and that the strings
will coae into their ov/n and be studied seriously again.
Theorchestra at present owns rour basses, one cello,
two violas, oboe, drum and traps, bells and tympanies.

MECHANIC ARTS HIGH SCHOOL OGHESTRA
Mechanic Arts High School of Boston specializes in train-
ing boys in meohanieal arts. Almost every room in the building
Is a workshop, laboratory or lecture room. It is a matter of
interest to S3e just what music these mechanically inclined
students can produce.
The freshman, before entering In June, are asked to fill
in slips giving information as to their musical ability. Those
students electing either band or orchestra are given a study
period during the 12.30 period on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The
orchestras meets during this period. The students who are alreac^y
enrolled in the school may elect orchestra or band, but only
one is allowed, the reason being that the band rehearses on
wo other week days during the same period, and no student is
allowed to participate in rausiciil activity raore than two class
meetings a week. A student then elects band or orchestra,
|>ut; if he is a member of the band, his compulsory drill is
waived, band being a substitute for drill. On the other hand,
all members of the orchestra are requires to drill twice a
ireek.
The orchestra was organixed in 19'^3 by Mr. Joseph Wagner,
supervisor of music. He aroused the interest of the boys in
forming an orchestra and the High School of Mechanical Arts
30on had one. The wind instru:nents were scarce but
, nevertheless J

strings xrere plentiful, especially good violinists. So with the
orchestra today- -the lesser used instruments such as the oboe,
bassoon, French horn, cello and viola are not Included in
the instrumentation. "This is a fine group of selected violins,
said lir. Warner, "and the two flutes in the present instrumenta-
tion are a rare sit ation for an orchestra of t_iis size."
The orchestra as it is today consists of six first violins
six second violins, two flutes, two clarinets, trumpets, drums,
tuba (playing string bass parts) and piano. The orchestra is
small, but those who play in it, play very well and have a
high standard. At rehearsal, Mr. Wagner is the conductor and
drills the boys thorou;>aly. For school assemblies, a member
of the faculty who has had some musical experience conducts
the orcnestra. The orchestra rehearses Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 1". 20 to 1,10 in the old chemistry laboratory in room 39
on the top floor of the building.
The band is ujider the direction of LIr. Sordino, who
rehearses them in the same room on Mondays and Wednesdays
during the same period.
The band and orchestra are small in number but give a good
exhibition of the musical ability of a mechanically Inclined
student body.
4»
jyNIO_R_SGKOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
In 1926, the Boston School Committee appointed several
musicians to the position of supervisor of the bands and
orchestras. One of those appointed was Ii!r. Charles Dana
Stroether, formerly of Columbia University. His work was con-
fined mostly to the elementary and Junior high school grades.
He directed many orchestras and groups which contained
good musicians who did xiot belong to the senior syraphony
orchestra. Mr. Stroether then conceived the idea of getti.g
these groups together one day a week for the purpose of re-
hearsing. The groups T/ere very much interested in joining Ltr.
Stroether* s ne¥f organization and ziost of then responded. The
orchestra met Wednesdays at 4.00 o'clock at the Lowell Street
School, Jamaica Plain. After the desired groups were rehearsed
Mr Stroether announced that positions in the orchestra v;ere
open to members of any elementary or Junior high school.
Many responded and he selected the "cream of the crop". He
had now a i.iiniature symphony orchestra except for second oboe
and ba, soon. He then set about to develop bass players by
teaching a group of piano players to -lay bass, the reason
being that he could not secure any bass violists.
The orchestra had at its disposal the complete library
and instruments of the senior symphony orchestra a. id in a
short time the Junior symphony orchestra became a training
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school for t'-e^ gP.oup They studied easy overtures, syraphonies and
ele3tloas from the senior library and used ohe Silver Burdett
Symphony Series. In 19"'7, rehearsals were held at the Hemorial
High School on Wednesdays. This school, bein^ in a raoi-^e
centralized location, brought many new members ,and the orohe3tr|,
now tots-led some sixty members. In 1927, the orchestra re-
ceived favorable ooininent on its splendid prograia given in
Symphony Hall during the Boston School Festival.
The orchestra is subject to :iany changes each year due
to the fact that mai-iy of it advanced students enter the senior
orchestra, es^^ecially those who play the leaser used instru-
ments, and lar. Stroether is continually faced with the problem
|of keeping a vfell balanced orchestra. When a good bass player
is developed, he is transferred to the senior orchestra thus
weakening the bass section of the junior symphony group
Despite the handicaps, the junior symphony orchestra has
managed to retain a fairly well balanced instrumentation,
although in aaay instances substitutions are necessary; that
is, melophones taking the place of French horns^ and saxophones
!fidling in the missing woodwinds.
The orchestra in the past has given tv/o concerts a
year, but duriiig the 193^ school year only one is planned due
to present economic conditions* I'he .ae..ibers of the orchestra
are very interested in their organization and in many case >
have no desire to leave it. Some of themerabers have graduated
Ibo the senior orchestra but still attend the junior orchestra
in "3 Gom^ bars n. refuGO'l to enter a

larger orchestra. This orchestra, owever, continues its work
and effeciently serves as a ground school for the future
musicians of the senior symphony orchestra.
c1
c
_§MI9B-§Q--9°L_SpJPHO!fr_05CHESTRA
The ultimate goal of all members of a musical organi-
zation. in the Boston Public Schools is the Senior Symphony
Orchestra. This organization plays only the finest and most
advanced music.
This orchestra has the longest history af all the school
symphony organizations. Its organization took place in the
latter part of 1920. Mr. Francis Findlay, director of school
musi3 at the New England Conservatory of Music, was appoint el
as conductor. The purpose of this organization was to secure
the most talented members, playing orchestral instruments,
into one large body forming a syraphony orchestra. Notices were
sent nround to the different musical organizations in the
schooj.^>? stating that a symphony^was to be fomed. The early
months of 19''M v/ere spent in trying out musicians, purchasing
a library and instruments. Money was appropriated by the
school department for this purpose. 3ids were secure^ fr )m
large music houses on instrunents, Juble basses, cellos,
tympany drums, horns, oboes and bassoons were purchased. These
were to used by members of the organization and at the same time
guaranteed complete instrumentation. Music was sent for to
Leipzig, Germany, for the Breltkopf and Hart ell editions.
These editions were very expensive but contained the ^'^nt in
music for t e sy.mhony orchestra. The syrr^' io:iies of Hayd^n
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Mozart and Beethoven were among the music that was ordered.
The School Symphony was finally established in September 1921.
The instruments were distributed to performers who were se-
cured to play them. Rehearsals were held at the Boston Normal
School every Wednesday from three to five.
The orches'-ra consisted of some sixty performers vrho
were quite enthused with the idea of belonging to such an
organization as this. The instrumentation was as follows:
eighteen first violins, sixteen second vl-jlins, twelve violaj:,
ten cellos, six ba,sses, two flutes, two oboes, three trombones,
one tuba and three percusssion. This was indeed a well bal-
anced orchestra. During the first year, pieces such as the
following were studied: three Haydn Symphonies, two of Schu-
bert's, tvfo of Mozart's, the Priests' March from Athalia,
Comzak's Fairy Tales and other light selections.
The first public appearance of the Senior Symphony
Orchestra was t the Parents -Teachers raeetin'r held at the High
School of Practical Arts on "ay 11, 193' • The orchestra
presented a very fine program containing the selections which
had be- n rehears r^d. They were hir^hly commented upon. In 192^
rehearsals were held at the Lowell School, Jamaica Plain,
because of a larger auditorium. The principal of the school,
Mr. Bates, was very much interested in the organization and
gave his complete cooperation.
During this year, !.1r. Findlay, who was then a member
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, was apDointed director of
cc
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school music at the New England Conservatory of LIusic. He resigned
from the musi:; aepartiaent and was succeeded by Mr. John
Kelley, who was temporarily appointed by the school committee,
the reason being ^that the necessary examinations for the
posttion T/ould not talce "lace until the Pall. Under the
direction of I'iir .Kelley, the orchestra diminished in size, many
of its members having graduated, This left'^s.ps in the orchestra.
Rehearsals were now held twice a Tzeek, meeting each Monday aiia
Friday at 3.30. Under Mr. Kelley 's supervision, several
soloists were featured; among thera was Joseph V/olfe, iiow prin-
cipal oboe is t v;ith the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra.
After the examination for the position, Mr. James Fulton,
prominent Boston band leader and composer, Avaa assigned the
leadership of the organization. The orchestra did not meet
with mush success und^r Mr. Fulton, due to the fac-. that ihe
students seemed to lose interest. Ua-nj were absent and those
who came gave a poor showing for such an organization.
In 1923, examinations were given for supervisor of instru-
' ment&j. music on full time. Mr. '.Tagner was the first full
i|time music supervisor to take charge of the orchestra. He
immediately began a reorganization of the orchestra. Notices
were again sent around stating that there were vacancies in the
symphony orchestra which could be fill.d by those showing
proficiency on their Instrument. There was an unusua ly large
turnou.. Blnoefthe students responded readily. In order to meet
these large demands, Mr. '.Vagner demanded another appropriation
for th' orchestra. 'ore mursic inntruraents v/ere TDurchasel

The library had now grown uO a tremendous size, contains folios
and musical selections of every description. New violas, cellod
and basses were also purchased and the lorns, oboes and bassoons
^ere distributed among ambitious students of the lower [^rales.
The year 19^4 showed splendid results. Inspired by
Mr. Wagner and und^r r-is baton the orchestra reached its
largest size and produced the best results. I.fr. Wa^.ner
systematized everyiihing about the orchestra, H© nad librarians
.]anitors(who set up the chairs and stands"^ and oecretarie,'£ t-o keep
the records .Attendance was made compulsory and students missing
more than four rehearsals were automatically lismisse ' from
the orchestra.
The orchestra continued with great success until 193',
when lir. Wagner temporarily gave up the leadershi^:• of the
orchestra to go on a leave of absence, llr. Vannini was
appointed to take charge of the orchestra until the r:^turn o:^'
I.Ir. '"agner. The orchestra nontinued its usual activities under
Mr. Vannini and in 1932 Llr, Wagner retujrned. The orchestra
was th^n conducted for the first hour by Mr. V-agner and then was
^Itxisn^oj :-r. Vannini. In this way the students received the
benefit of playing ujider two conductors. The re:;.son for theiv-
b^Jth uhea conducting was that Mr. Vannini ' s appointment
did not expire until the ^'ollowing year.
In November 1932, Mr. Vannini passed away and again Hr.
Wagner assumed full charge. The orchestra today has complete
theater instrumentation, second oboe and second bassoon missii.g.

The instrumentation is as follows: twenty first violi .s,
sixteen second violins, seven violas, seven cellos, three basses
flute, two clarinets, oboe, bassoon, three trumpets, trombone,
three horns and three percussion.
In conversing with lir. Wagner, we find that he provides
for the future of his instrumentation. As an example, he
cited the horn section which he started some five years ago.
Today they form the finest horn trio the orchestra has known.
He has done likewise with the flutesection, starting them from
the elementary grades. The difficulty is not in interesting
the student to study the oboe and bassoon but to play it under
such conditions as a double reed presents. LIr. Wagner secures
his oboeists and bassoonists by inducing several clarinetists
to study the instrument. They are accustomed to the single
reed and consequently find it easier to handle a double reed,
as compared with a pianist or violinist who studies the
instrument.
All members of t -^e orr^anizat ion attending all rehearsals
and concerts are given a music certificate signed by the school
committee. The orchestra today own the following instruments:
four basses, seven violas, six cellos, three tympani, drums,
bells, three horns, all of which are in the band rooL; for weekly
use. Students on the woodwinds may get a first class instrument
by rental, for use in the orchestra. The director finds it
necessary, the reason being that good instruments give .luch
better intonation than inferior ones.
fc
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Mr. O'Shea, in referring to the School Symphony Orchestra,
fieclares that it is tlie most expensive organization of the
school department. The yearly repairs on cracked basses, cellos
and violas, together vrith the repairing of many bows, figures
into quite a sum at the end of theschool year. Additional ex-
penses for repairing the woodvrinds and brasses also increase
phe a:iiojjit. Y/hen asked what serious problems he is confronted
ith concerning the School Symphony Orchestra, Mr. O'Shea replied
'The problem is not in getting members for theorchestra but in
jncouraging them. Encouragement by the directors of music
Loes not mean one-te/ith as much as uhe encouragement of good
learty applause from a filled auditorium. The problem, that
somfronts us is in getting a full house for these youngsters
.o play for. The peo.le do not respond well to the con-
lerts the orchestra gives throughout the year. IJany times they
play to an empty hjuse, whioh certainly is discouraging to
this ambitious group of young performers. We print hundreds of
•-ickets, giving them to the students for their friends. Tickets
are also sent out and passed among the school children, but the
^turnout to these concerts is comparatively small. It seerastoo
bad that people are not more interested in t .is group, especialljr
when they are doing sunb -fine v/ork, '"•ut it seems as though
they have oth^-r t..ings lo think of without attending
concerts .
"
But the orchestra still carries on, giving its three
yearly concerts, playing for school affairs and enriching the

life of the GOmmunity. It also serves as a t.-aining school
of value to the musicians of tomorrow.

ZU3IhIG_SGH00L_BANDS_
Theodore Roosevelt once said, "If there is any nore
elevating and interesting sport than playing a clarinet or horn
or pounding a drum in a band, I don'^ know where you will find
lit." The correctness of this statement has been demonstrated
by the thousands of school boys and girls all over the country,
|who are looking forward with thrills of joy to leap into the
limelight with tr'jmpet, clarinet, trombone or cornet, frou
which they can blast some stirring march or delight them-
selves operating the ends of drumsticks.
Prom the success of the English High School back in
1920 unt 1 the present time, the slogan has been, "A band for
every school." Boston did not grow up in band music; it sprang
I
up and pushed ahead to a leading place among the other great
Icitles of the world. The High School Cadets' parade held
yearly during the first week of June, from 1920 on, shows the
remarkable progress in band music.
In 1920, the English High School Ban. headed the parade.
In 1922, Commerce High School Band joined, to be followed in
I 1926 by the Latin, J'echanic Arts and the Trade School Bands.
'ai1 of these school bands have won many praises,
j
Last year's parade, in 193\ probably marks the highest
Ipoint of the band work in the city to late. Each high school
has its own band. Hyde Park, Brighton, Jamaica Plain and

South Boston being school bands added to those just mentioned
above. These organizations, though recently founded, give an
excellent account of themselves, demonstrating good instrumen-
tation and sincere cooperation.
The grammar school bands have also stepped into promin-
ence. The bands of the Abraham Lincoln, Hart in and Quincy
Schools ranl^ at the head of a lond list. These youngsters
have put their shoulders to the wheeel and have contributed real
labor to the success of their baids. It thus can oe appreciated
by hearing these bands and realizing that it all occured with-
in a period of twelve years. There were bands back in the
crude lays of not so long ago, but while these bands may have
Iblossomed like the rose they faded about as quickly, "^he
High School of Commerce band dates back to 1909, but it dis-
jappeared within a few years, reappearing again in 1922.
The successful bands that have remained, are still
faking progress, due to the interest of the director of music
lin the Boston Public Schools, Mr. John A. O'Shea. -^t v;as under
(lis careful planning and organizing that the bands had such
ood results. IThlle there is said to be a lurking suspicion
that the many sided "T.R.', said to be equipped by nature for the
atrenuous and heroic rather than _'or the subtle and refined,
iras interested in bands because of the amount of noise they made
Lt goes without saying that no such consideration entered the
minds of :.:r. 0'S::ea or Fortunate Sordlllo, eupervliijor
.
neither of these gentlemen has use for Jazz, v/hich both declare
will no more mix with good music than oil with water.

A boy or girl they say, cannot get the full value of his or
her training without learn'.ng to love the best musio- -another
way of saying that good musio brings a far srea,ter reward
than jazz.
"Even though he has not the slightest thought of band
music as a profession," says :Ir. Sordillo, "in band work a boy
should acquire training and artistic tastes, that will stay
with him all the rest of his lays and add not only to his own
happiness out to that of others. ''When married, llr. Sordillo
added with a smile, "he will not send his wife to concerts
and go himself to variety shows and prize, fights." Mr. Sordillo
was a f orraertrombone soloist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra
and likewise v/ith Sousa's 3and.
Musical Director O'Shea has a conviction based upon
twenty-five years connection with the musical activities of the
public schools, that to interest a child in band music, he
should be captured early. "Catch him early," said he. As a
result of this we have the beginning of the band, talking place
when the child is but six or seven years of age. We have the
rhythm orchestra in which the tots are taught to manipulate |
the toy cymbals, drams, triangles, tambouriae and some of the
other musical instruments.

And so one can see that a sound foundation laid early will
Insure the later success of the b- nds of tomorrow.
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GqmmcE_ h i g-h_ school band
The first band to be organized in the Boston Public
School System, was that of Commerce High School. The origin can
be trarjed to the early Spring of 1909, when the High School of
||commerce was to play Beverly High School in football. There
T/as much enthusiasm shown on the part of the boys and they looked
forward with eagerness to the date of Ilarch 11th, when the
long looked for battle would be fought. There were many exhi-
bitions, weeks before, which were demonstrated by the boys.
Meetings were held after school, Commerce songs were sung,
cheers taught to the freshmen and all looked forward with in-
tense longing for the eventful day. This enthusiasm and
eagerness 30uld olearly be seen on the faces of tl:e boys in the
orchestra. They took their instrujnents out in the open where
the mass meetings v/ere held. The boys played the Commerce
songs and the crowds sang and cheered.
'ir. Edward J. Connell was then a member of the faculty.
He was the trombcie and baritone soloist who had played for
many years with the leading army bands of that time and had
traveled throughout the country with concert orchestras. :'p.
Connell studied for a number of years at the Bandmasters
Training School at Fort Leavenworth, Texas. He v^as well equipp-
ed to meet the situation and was greatly impressed with the
enthusiasm shown by the orchestra boys, "^hey in turn
rCi
sou.f^-'^xt his aid in the attempt to organize an actual band to ^lay
lit the big game. Mr. Gonnell decided to undertake the organiz-
ing of a band from what material he might have at hand.
He secured the permission of Mr. Clark, then conductor of the
Commerce High School Orchestra, to use whatever members
night be interested in joining theband. There was a consid-
erable response on the part of the wind and percussion players
of the orchestra. Those v;'no were interested, in turn, brou'^.ht
other members to the practi'OB hall where the band was to be
rehearsed. The instrumentation was mongrel, consisting
solely of clarinets
.
trumpets, trombones auu. drums. Ilr. Gonnell
was confronted with the problem of filling in the large gap
made by the absence of alto horns and tuba,s. Ke had in his
possession a few battered alto "horns and his own bass
tuba. It v/as an easy matter tosecure boys to learn
these instruments. As there was not much time to teach them,
he selected boys v/ho already had a knowledge of music. Some
of the violinists in the orchestra undertook the Job of
learning the alto horn and one cornet ist said, he "would take
a crack at the tuba." The boys reported every few days for
lessons and lo ani behold, the High School of Gommerce had a
band! Their music consiste^l of "Commerce" songs only, vmich
LIr. Gonnell arranged for them.
After many rehearsals held at the close of school the
band was ready. As -^r. Gonnell says, "They Just got through."
When the band appeared on the gridlrlon, it was greeted with

Jeers, but the boys carried on and finished the day triumphantly
Being organized for the sole purpose of playing at the game and
due to the lack of enthusiasm and cooperation shown by the
boys after the game, also, with no definite purpose in view to
carry on, the organization disbanded. Me. Connell was ^rans-
ferred to English High School and the band was soon rorgotte.i.
Although long since forgotten, this organization was
the first of its kind in the country and had no real value
excepu xor the fact that LIr. Gonneil gained the experience
of organizing a band amo;ig school ooys. mis experience
was very useful to him later wr.en he founded another band in
the English High School in '>920.i(-
From an interview with LIr. Connoll
4
ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL BAND
In the year 1920, :.lr. Edvrard. J. Goniiell, a former teacher
in the Commerce High School and the orignator of its "band,
was transfe.^red to the English ^igh School. At that time
Franklin Union Building v;as an annex of English High School.
The student body consisted entirely of second year boys.
It was in -Ir. Connell's home-rooi, number 304, where
several of the boys played musical instrument;,, the :iuestion
of a band figured frequently in discussions that the students
and Mr. Connell engaged in. llr. Connell, who had much experienc
as a rausi3ian and conductor, vol'ontarily set about to organize
a band consisting of most of his home-room boys. In addition
to his own boys, other second year students who were inter-
ested could Join. He had a sufficient number of clarinetists,
trumpeters drummers. It became imperative, therefore,
for hi;, to get some tuba, alto horn and trombone playc^rs.
There were many boyn, especially in his own home-room, who
were desirous of studying the necessiry instruments, provided
I
they could be furnished.
I The school did not possess any instruments that were of
any use to theband except a bass drum. llr. Connell owne L
several Instruments himself, but these were not sufficient.
I
Carried on by the enthusiasm of his boys, he -:urchased a bass

drum, a tuba, a few alto horns and trombones, out of his own
funds. He also bought instruction books.
The next thing to be done was to organize instrumental
classes in which to teach these instruments. In these classes
he had trombone, clarinet, trumpet, altohorn and tuba players.
These classes were taught by himself outside of school hours.
After working hard with the classes for six months, he com-
bined these groups v/ith the players of experience. For all
the practicing and rehearsing Mr. Connell used his home-room
which later became known as the band room.
When the band made its first appearance at the East
Armory in 1920, it was greeted with a volley of derisive shouts,
Its early demise was predicted by skeptics everyv/here and, to
cap the climax, upon its first appearance on the street, it
promptly "blew up" on Tremont Street. This did not discourage
Mr. Connell who increased his efforts and worked with more
vigor than ever. More rehearsals were called and the boys
took their books home to practise in an effort to shov/ the
"wise guys" that it could be done.
The music for band was purchased by llr. Connell and
it was not until a few years later that the school helped
purchase other music.
At last the band's day came, that day the English High
School stud.nts almost "yelled their heads off" in approval
of the bands' ejiiibition at the head of the School Boy Cadets'
annual parade throu-.h the streets of Boston. From that time on
the band was looked upon as a school
Ci
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organization and many more sought to Join.
The next few years brought many changes. Where there werj^
thirty-seven before, the band now numbered seventy. The
instrumentJil classes now enabled a great number of students to
join the bt^xid. The school also added a few :L0re instruments
to Mr. Conxiell's collection. As military drill is compulsory
in the En-jlirh ^i^h School, all boys were obliged to take it,
with t'-e except.ion of the band boys who were allowed to substi-
tute band for drill. Still later, they were allov/ed one point
towards their di-olonia.
In the year 1922, the members looked upon the band as
a club organization. Mr. Gonnell let them have their way. As
Me. Gonnell states, "It is the boys' band, not mine." The
boys voted Tot their officers and were obliged to pay club dues.
These dues amounted to five cents a week, the money v/as used to
buy m^isic. The instrumentation being balanced, the boys
played real band music almost entirely; the following selections
are examplee of the kind of music that the band played.
William Tell Overture, Merry '.Vives of 'Yindsor Overture, Schubert
Serenade, a popular aria from Verdi's liTrovatore, the intermetzzo
from Llascagnl's "Gavalleria Rusticana", anc excerpts from Gounod's
"Faust."
Mr. Gonnell had some orginal ideas on band drill, which
enabled the band to perform very uniquely for exhibitions.
The band -iow bein^c ^ s-jhool organization, held their rehearsals
also in the school hall and the personell was dravm from the
I
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9ntire stud.mt body, from freshman to senior.
LTr. Walter F. Do\7ney, priticipal of the English High
School, believe! in the band and did everything in his power
bo help make the band a success.
As years passed, the band grev? in size and forseveral year|s
on the school ooy band competition. The band r'lays at all out-
ide meetings, parades and demonstrations. In addition to this
jfche band gives concerts la insoitutions of charity such as the
Veterans' llemorial Hospital and the Children's Hospital.
In the year 19-4, tie sg":3o1 committee passed an ordi-
nance that all directors of school organizations be paid for
,
their services. Accordingly, :.lr, Gonnell received four dollars
a week for the rehearsal and Instruction.
In the year 1926, instrumental classes were instituted
in English High School By Mr. John A. O'Shea, Director of
music. LIr. Gonnell was then oi)liged to give up his ovm,Glasses
with the exception of teaching a few tuba players.
The school committee at thlstime hired several instrumenta
Buoervlsoi'8 v.iiov.ere sent to he English High School to take
charge of the band. i:r. Downey refused to accept them i.x
place of Llr. Jonnell, thus adhering strongly to the school's
tradition of maintaining oiie of its ovrn faculty
-.onductlng the
band, a position I.lr. Gonnell atill holds, tolay.
LThe band as it is today, consists of come sixty m-i^-ibers an
ay be seen at the head of the En~llBh High School regiments
at the Armory, ^where the prize drill Is held yearly^or in the
(
.FIFE_AIJD_ DRyLI_ CgR^S_
A unique organization in the High School of Commerce
is its Fife and Drum Corps. This organization was started in
19.19 "by Mr. Francis E. Ilason of the Science Department. Mr,
Mason was an excellent performer on the fife and drum and was
well qualified to teach these instruments.
In 1919 he got together some boys who were interested
in forming an organization as this, -t first only a few re-
ported, but they gave momentum to the project. The school
aided Mr. Uason by purchasing fifes, drums, and cymbals, then
he formed classes for the fifers vrnich met every Tuesday during
the fifth period, and classes for the dru-imers which met on
Wednesdays at the same hour. On Thursdays both of these
classes rehearse their rountine together.
Some of the boys could read music, others could not,
so many of the tunes were played by rote. The library of the
Fife anl Drum Corps consisted of such tunes as "The Girl I
Left Behind Me," "Bonnie CO'imerce, ' "Marseillaise," and "The
^arade of the Wooden Soldiers." LIr. Llason did all the arranging
and transposing himself. Each year they learned some of the
popular songs of the day.
A few years later the school bought a bagpipe and so
jbagplpe playern were developel. This being a difficult in-
strument to play it was assigned to boys who were well
( I
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aoquainted with musio. Later, clarinets were added to balance
the combination.
The Fife and Drum Corps met with such success that it
attached to the loth Regiment to furnish music for the cadets.
There are available at the present time for the use of the
corps, thirty-three fifes, two clarinets, one bagpipie, twelve
snare drums, bass drum and cymbals, •'•he Fife and Drum Corps
is open to boys of all classes who have musical ability. First
year boys are preferred as they remain with the corps longer
than the older boys do. The Fife and Drura Corps exists mainly
to furnish music for the parades and for such training as it
gives the pupil. In 19'^9 it received first prixe in the annual
competition held for all the high school corps in Boston. It
acts also for a basis for effective flute training and encour-
ages many to take up the flute which is similar in many re-
spects to the fife.
The Bugle and Drum Corps are found in almost every
high school in Boston, ^t is an organi-^.at ion very sliiilar to
the Fife and Drum Corps only the bugle is substituted for the
fife, "^he bagpipes and clarinets are omitted in the Drum Corps.
The bugle is a great incentive to further the study of other
brass instruments because of the fact that they are all members
of the cunped-mouth piece family.
4
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ORGANIJ' INQ-_THi_SCH00L_SS^2-QIJY-SAaD-
During the month of September, 1925, Mr. Sordillo,
a membGr of the faculty teac/.ins brass instruments in the
instrumental classesof the Boston public schools w s commissioned
by the school committee to make a survey of an the instrumental
work beir/' done in the schools, Ke visited the different
high schools and heard the various bands. He was greatly surprised
at 7;hat he saw and heard.
Mongrel instrumentation v/as proniinent in thebands. The
reason for this v/as^there were not enough clarinets, trombones,
or tubaswiths- complete absence of the bi.ritone, tenor horn,
French horn, oboe, bassoon, flute and piccolo. These instru-
nents were crudely susstituteci by the saxophone fa..iiy. In
pther words, the band consisted of clarinets, saxophones,
Ibrumpets and drums. The instruments in use were of an inferior
uality, cheap in v/orkmanship
, mechanisu and material, ^any
f theinstrume ts owned by the schools v;ere battered and worn.
This was a handicap to theplayers from the first time they
playea^tne instruments. vTith such instrumentation as this
it ca.- readily be seen th-t any v;orthv;hlle music could not
be played. Such was the case, and marches were the only musical
eelections played by thebanis. This indeed was a poor nituatlon,
and Hr. Sordillo sav? at once the need of a good plan of
reorganization.

To arouse interest in bands and band music, Mr. Sordillo
thought of the idea of organizing a band which would contain
full instru^aentation, thus glvins the boys a chance to riay
good 3lassical music. He accordingly \7ent to the music dip-
sector, Mr. 0' Shea, and secured lis permission in undertaking
this task also ask ingfor his help in backing such an organization
as the one he hal in ;nind. I.Ir. O'Shea vras greatly enthused by t|ie
project, and ' . told the assistant superintendent of schools,
who also took a deep interest in theplan.
The purchasing of theneeded instruments was txie first
step necessary tov/c.rds giving the band full instrumentatiom.
Bids were received from all the standsrd music- 1 instrur.ient
companies. After carefully examining the different^ i-r. Joruilld
selected various ones from several of thev/ell known companies.
Carl Fischer '5: Go. supplied the Buescher line, in trumpets,
cornets and alto orns. Conn Ltd. sup:lied the troLi ones,
baritonesand basses; thev/oodwinds came from the conpany of
undy ry, Bettoney. As we can see, the best of merchandise was
urchased. it is estimated that betv;een seven and eight
thousand dollars A7erespeat for these instrume.its and . a
suitable librax^y. Ir. Sor^l.lllo's headquarters were at the
lienor lal High S hool on Deck-rd St.Roxbury. where he also
waa to rehearse the band.
I
I'lr. Sordillo 's next step was to notify all prospective
3andHates for the band to report at the i.;emorlal High SohooJ.
ror the tryoute. He v.-ent to the different schools and e::-lai.ied
lie proposition to the principals of these scriools, w;ic
.

L liad notices sent through the rooms. These notices
contained the fol^.owing! "All boys who can play musical instru-.
ments and Tzho are interested la foriiiins a sahool syraphony
band v:ill report for 1?J5e tryouts at the Memorial High School
at the close of school and should bring their own instruments,'^
lir. Sordillo was worried when the day came. He did aot
think the boys would be very enthusiastic, especially v/hen they
f/ould have to ride out to the school and give up their
afternoon rehearsing. To his surpivls- about one hindred and
fifty of the boys I'^erjorted \7lth their instruments ^ all eager
bo participate in this nev; event, ^-^r. Sorxlillo ^ave each of the
boys a niusic test and, at the end of a tiresoiie day, h£^.d a
band arranged of some eighty performers.
At the first rehearsal which took place the following
?ednesday, Llr .Sordillo was confronted with the problem of
getting all the boys on the stage. The stage was smaii and could
seat only fifty-five to sixty comfortably. The on.ly -oossible
thing to do was to crowd the eighty boys onto the stage. When
[they were seated in their correct places, the rehearsal began
I
in earnest . .Ur. Sordillo played severr^l ear.y marches and selec-
tions and the organization was v/ell under way. He had mostly
sight readers in theband, because tl.ig v/as the Li;"^in nuint l)y
v;hich he Judged his candidates. This enabled the band to make
rapid progress. Tt v/as no >^ ""^f o'-^e thoy vrore piaylrig fieiectlonf-
from operas, ovcrturej; and descriptive n.usical pieces.
The instrumentatj on vrati conplete except for theoboe and
basBOon. A "C" clarinet substituted for the oboe and a baritone
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saxophone for the bassoon.
Afew years later, his headquarters were transferred
to the LatinlSchool. The rehearsals v/ere still held on 'Jedue sda^^l^
,
"
. the bsndmeetwan the Latin School auditorium. In thisschool
he was given a iDanl- 'rooa in ^/>ach to put hi& instruments
and music, ^ith the purchatA - of nevj inetruments and music
each year, it c.ld it.ot tf.lie the l.and-room long to fillup.
After the"band vjas organized andlilr. Sordillo liiiev- which
of the boys would remain witi': him, he distributed the nev/
instrinie.it s in place of the oil battered ones, ^n the rear
of theband now could be se^en p.ex-i shiny, bi^^-i.iouthed sousaphones,
silver Bettoney clarinet . the place of the vrooden, lea^y
ones and the other instriuiie-ita wer^e exchanged in like nanner,
Ileedlesfi to say, the improvement in the o.us-lity of the
playing due to these nev; instrments, was very noticeable.
Better tones rere produced and more accurate intoiiation was
th-£- result. As lon^ as th' " remained in the band, the
instruments *ere their property. It was evide it that the
boys v.'ere rord of thece iLEtrinents.
The barid ras refixly to u.ake it:: first ju"'^llG Ci.-^-^e:.r~'ACQ
in May 1926. In Symphony Hall, at the annual inusicai festival
of the Bostoh school n'liidrcn. "'he boyr v.'cre tl^c ir !:1 r]:i ("Iri]l
uniforr.L rixL iiade a . ox-ll. .:^ . ,
^
' favoi
ooxaaeiit by the Boat 011 n'^wapapors.
" ' ". „ - ^
V
vclo]^ '^d rv " ^ '•ere
a."
^ avrilc le '.o replace ' . , IL'. "
_lo is ntill

confronted with the sane old problem as the one thr.t v/orried
him in the beginning; that of getting a stage large enoa-jh
to seat all t'r.e boys in the band.
The band progressed from what I^lr. Sordillo thought
would be a small group of boys interested in playing good music,
to one of the most outstanding musical organization in theo
Boston Publie Schools.

I-
CONCLUSION
Thero oan be no quoation but that a oomprehens ive public
school system is one of the nost i*onar-:able assests that a
forY7ai»d-lookins nuiiiclpality can olaim. It i.:-, indeed, false
eoonomy to oonteiii other'Tise. Ho^v can one call theteaching of in
strumental music a mere frill and er^penaive luxury* ^len it so
eiu^iohes the life of the ocHomunity. In justirication of its c-c-
istence, the school r.iusic system lias mez»ely to point to the
definite cultural contributions it has made and is aairinr;; for
this country; the creative training for futui^e ai-tists it affordf;
the proper appreciative attitudd^hatit instills in the audiences
of the future; ai:^! the pure Joy that a basically cultural hobby
gives, C3rtalaly fo'v topics Of loarnins can '.rrite a norc Ipposinj
ticket of justification than this.
Thus, T/e see a real need for such a school nusic system
as we have outlined in the pr^icedinr; pages, It is unperativo
that music become an internal part of the educational system
from the earlle.it up to the advanced hlc;li school c^i^ades.
Such a complete :iU3icai pro(3r::xi asTloston has adopted should be
accepted as a staniard by other raunlcl-.^aiitieD tlirouc^hout
theoountry. In tlie early primary '^ra^lea, the ola>?pinr: of hands
or the beatinc of the tiny i^iytfm Instruments of the toy band
serves a most effective function; tliere talent is first detected
and also a sense of rhiythra Is Inculcated In tiwpuplls. The

ele-'ieittary grrijlr- clasaes serve to aoquaint th e student T7ith
the pl^yir^^ of aotv^l Instrument u. uiider the 5uid:ijio8 o:?
experienced teachers* Here, also, the students r^et thetj firr^t
taste or ensemble plajlng, t'lousli the orohestrG.3 o^e crude
and instrumentation mearre.
In tlie Juiiior ^'^igh Schools, the balanced orihestraa,
instriEientally speaking, ma.l:e their aprearanco, tiie results
ar: suJTr.risincli'" cP^atifin^. The !>^2il i3 alao hrou^lit into
prominence ncl tlieparticipante are s|>ii.rred on 7:>,y theannuai cadet
pai'ade* All tills activity is suppleriented hy teaching.
In thghich school ?"e reach the 'innaclo oJ tlio ^lole
aysten. Oiv33;^stral and band rendition rival professional
mueical treatment. Classes, wlilch statistico show^are regularly
Increaoinc, and continu*^.
We not only need a continuance of such nusioai a3tivltj
,
but also an e::t.ention of such a syston to othor nuniclpai-
Itiee larce a:>l siiall, rlusi-jal e«luoation in the public s^.'iqoIs
has passed fron tlie sta^e of novelty: it is iio^ a necessity.
There is, therefore, no reason rliy rm-'-loj.p^'-l rotrenciment schen^s
should carve fro:.-i city huT.'t'^ts such r.n effective cultur 1 Teapoii.
It would be r.ore tlvhi unv:lr,o: it ^7ould be disasterous.
t
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